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Understanding the interaction of human and environmental system requires 
understanding the religious dimensions to the integration of ecology and society. Religion 
and environmentalism is an emerging interdisciplinary subfield in the academic 
disciplines of religious studies ,religious  ethics, sociology of religion and theology 
amongst others, with environmentalism and ecological principles as primary focus. This 
research paper seeks to analyse the knowledge of different religions and their role in 
conservation and maintenance of environment.  
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Introduction 

The classical adage “religion is the foundation of ethics ,and ethics is an expression of 
religion” seems to find expression in discourse on environmental ethics. It is an 
acknowledged fact that religions have not only determined the way we perceive the world 
but also set roles individuals play in nature. Consequently neither nor environmental 
ethics can survive in all time unless and until they are tied up with appropriate 
hermeneutics .In order to understand the influence of religions on environmental ethics 
and their role in conservation and maintenance  of environment ,we must understand both 
religious texts as well as inquire into the traditions that goes into the making of religions. 
Therefore, texts and its hermeneutics can be as an important aspects of their 
understanding of environment. 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

William .T. Johnson  (2000)  studied  “The Bible on environmental conservation: a  21st  
century  prescription”  .Results   showed  that based on Bible christiany’s positive 
contribution to environmental conservation is consistent with its positive contribution to 
other fields such as literature, art, music , education, health and science. Dr.A. Bagader , 
e tal (2011) studied environmental protection in Islam and found that , the aim of both the 
conservation and development of the environment in Islam is for the universal good of all 
created things. A .Rim-Rukerh, G. Irerhiewie and I.E Agbozu (2013)  studied 
“Traditional beliefs and conservation of natural resources”. They found the traditional 
beliefs and taboos helped in enforcing rules and regulations for environmental 
preservation because people refrained from using resources carefully , especially as it is 
related to sacred places. Mathew B. Arbukle and David M. konisky (2015 ) studied the 
role of religion in environmental attitudes and their results generally support traditional 
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arguments that religion depresses concern about the environment , they also reveal 
considerable variation across and within religious traditions. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In the present study we may not be able to exhaust the list of world religions and their 
contribution to the development of environmental philosophies .we shall concentrate on 
representative religions that have prima facie ,significant differences in their approaches 
to nature, and nature’s relationship to man. we shall therefore discuss 1.Islam  
2.christainity  3.Hinduism  4.Buddhism  5.Judaism in order to classify the concepts that 
go into the making of religions specific environmental ethics. 

ISLAM 

“And I have produced therein everything in balance”(Quran 55:7) 

 Through the tradition from the Quran and the prophets, the environment was made 
sacred. It is believed that God did not create the environment for random reason, but 
rather a reflection of truth. One can gain profound knowledge from nature thus, human 
beings are to preserve it and look after it. Many chapters in the Quran ,refer to the 
beauties of nature as well as the headings of many chapters indicating the importance of 
it, such as  “The sun” “Dawn” and “Morning hours ”.Thus man is God’s representative 
on this planet, if he is not charged with sustaining it ,then at least he must not destroy it. 
God has not created anything in this universe invain, without wisdom, value and purpose 
.God says; 

“He who has spread out the earth for you threaded roads for you therein and has 
sent down water from the sky. with it have we brought forth diverse kinds of 
vegetation .Eat and pasture you cattle; verily, in this are signs for men enduced with 
understanding”.(Quran20:53) 

In Islam the utilization of these resources is the right and privilege of all people and all 
species. Hence, men should take every precaution to ensure the rights and interests of all 
others ,since they are equal partners on earth. Similarly ,he should not regard such as 
restricted to one generation above all other generations. It is ,rather, a joint responsibility 
in which each generation uses and makes the best use of nature, according to its need, 
without disturbing or adversely affecting the interests of future generations. Therefore, 
men should not abuse ,misuse or distort the natural resources as each generation is 
entitled to “own” them in an absolute sense. 

CHRISTIANITY 

Christianity has a long historical tradition of reflection on nature and human 
responsibility. Christian environmentalists emphasize  the ecological responsibilities of 
all Christians as Stewards of Gods earth. Adams early purpose was to give care to the 
garden of Eden. 

“And the Lord God took the man and put him into the garden of Eden to dress and 
keep it.” (Genesis 2:15) 
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Christians have been relatively quiet about environmental problems, but  this is changing 
(Joranson and Butigan 1984).Catholics have actually been addressing environmental 
issues for several years. Caldecott (1996) refers to the Green Pope and scriptural basis for 
environmental conservation. The catholic catechism includes a section on creation and 
responsible care for the environment. Consequences is a major theme of the Bible, 
especially in the old testament(33books).Verses here relate to the environmental 
consequences of human behavior. This include verses where the environment suffers as 
consequence of war. Additionally, environmental metaphors are used to describe the fate 
of the ungodly and where nature is called as witness against the people of God. It’s not all 
negative ,however, occasionally ,scripture reveals that the consequence of a growing 
relationship with God is an environmental blessing. According to the Bible, reckless 
environmental damage is immoral but more importantly ,immorality in any area ,such as 
being out of fellowship with God, leads to the worst and most widespread environmental 
damage. Therefore, the Biblical prescription for the healthier environment in the 21st 
century includes loving God with all your being and living others as yourself. The natural 
consequences will include a healthier environment .This is not to say that we need not 
bother with recycling ,carpooling, energy conservation, managing natural resources for 
sustained fields etc. All these things may be important but according to Bible, they are 
futile apart from first having a right relationship with the creator of the universe. 

HINDUISM 

In Hinduism , practioners and scholars find traditional approaches to the natural 
environment in such concepts as dharmic  ethics or prakrti (material creation),the 
development of ayurveda and readings of vedic literature. The sanctity of all life on this 
planet and elsewhere is clearly ingrained in the Hinduism. According to the hindu 
scriptures all lives have the same right to existence. Humanbeings have no dominion over 
the other creatures. They are forbidden to exploit nature ;instead they are advised to seek 
peace to live in harmony with nature. The hindu religion demands veneration, respect and 
obedience to maintain and protect harmonious unity of God and nature. There are many 
references in Mahabharat and Bhagwat Gita which focuses on environmental 
conservation. Shantiparva of Mahabharat says, 

“It brings great sin in fire in not offered purifyi ng material (havan), if trees are cut 
down on auspicious days, if human waste, spit and cough etc. are dropped in 
water.”(shantiparva) 

Virataparva is the fourth of eighteen books of the Indian epic Mahabharata. What is 
important and startling is that virataparva supports our SAVE THE TIGER CAMPAIGN. 
It is mentioned in virataparva , “Donot destroy forest with tigers and donot make forests 
devoid of tigers. Forests can’t be saved without tigers and tigers can’t live without forests 
because  forests protect tigers and tigers protect forests.”(virataparva 5.45-46) 

 BUDDHISM 

“The best asset the religion offers is the moral framework by which practioners must 
abide. Since many environmental problems have stammed from human activity, it 
follows that religion might hold some solutions to mitigating destructive 
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pattern.”Buddhism  idealises and emphasizes interconnection, thereby creating a mindset 
that creates a productive and cooperative relationship between humans and nature. That 
all actions are based on the premise of interconnection makes the Buddhist mindset 
effective in cultivating modesty, compassion and balance among followers which may 
ultimately mitigate the human done to the environment. Siddharta Gautam ,the founder of 
Buddhism ,spent his life searching for the outlet of human suffering ,eventually 
concluding that a balance must be established between self destruction and self 
indulgence. While modern industrial human emphasize economic and social aspects of 
life and lastly environmental aspects ,this view is lopsided. When human preferences are 
leveled with environmental preferences giving a voice to natural system as well as human 
system, then can be balance and harmony be realized. The Buddha said , 

“There is no spot on the ground where men had not died and therefore every part of 
nature will be endowed with a spirit, these will the spirits of the trees, the mountains 
and the water.” 

In Buddhist literature ,nature was never treated as something “outside” the human realm 
but rather as an extension of human love. These ideas are linked to the attitude of respect 
for nature amongst Buddhist community. 

JUDAISM 

In Judaism ,the natural world plays a central role in jewish law, literature and liturgical 
and other practices. Jewish tradition teaches us to care for our planet in order to preserve 
that which God has created. Psalm 24 notes, 

“The earth is the Lord’s and the fullness thereof ,a dramatic assertion of Gods 
ownership of the land”. It follows then ,that any act that damage our earth is an 
offence against the property of God .The jewish concept of bal taschcit, “Donot 
destroy”, forbids needless destruction.” 

Within the diverse arena of jewish thought, beliefs vary widely about the human relation 
to the environment ,though the rabbinic tradition has put Juddaism primarily on an 
anthropocentric trajectory. However ,a few contemporary jewish thinkers and rabbis in 
the USA and Israel emphasized that a central belief in Judaism is that man whose root 
comes from Haadama (earth) should keep the earth in same state as he received it from 
the God, its eternal and actual “owner”. Thus the people should avoid polluting it and 
keep it clean for future generations. According to this opinion, Judaism is clearly in line 
with the principles of environmental protection and sustainable development. 

Conclusion 

Finally, having analysed which is the trend of religions on where to place human beings 
with respect to planets and with respect to consumerism of modern society ,I believe it is 
important to make a final thought. From my point of view ,we cannot ignore that many 
religions keep mythical and moral factors, including the environmental protection in 
some cases ,which are perfectly applicables in the current world. Infact ,they are 
absolutely necessary. However ,it is also truth that perhaps the ethics and morality can be 
got from other sources than religions. Nevertheless in many caes sadly, part of the 
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population requires a higher being that will raise awareness of the needs of our planet. 
We should believe that religions are having and will have an important role in protecting 
the environment and future generations. 

What has to be done 

1.The promotion of good environmental behaviors coming from a persons religious 
beliefs may be one approach to looking for a solution to the present environmental crisis. 

2.A continued dialogue between both science and religion and between religions needs to 
occur. 

3.Providing education for individual about this subject is another approach. 

4.universities and colleges should begin to offer courses in religion and environment. 

5.Conferences and workshops provide information and pace for dialogue to occur. 
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